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Our RainbowSmart app currently offers 40 storybooks 
but we are continually working to create more. All books 
focus on real life scenarios within school, home, and the 
community e.g. a child getting glasses for the first time or 
learning about how all families are special and unique.

Our 40 delightful, high quality cartoons bring the read-to-me 
storybooks to life. These are short animations all with a specific 
theme linked to real life scenarios that children may face now, or 
in the future. 
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Good mental health is important to all of us and our 
mindfulness videos have been specially created to 
support young children. These videos take children on 
a journey through a short mindfulness story and can be 
used throughout the day.

We have created over 200 flashcards to support children 
in their communications, particularly communicating 
their feelings and emotions. We are always looking for 
new ideas and suggestions from our users!
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The RainbowSmart Resources
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Introduction
Whether you’re a parent, carer, teacher, or childminder, the expectation for the children in your care is clear - we all want children to grow to be happy, healthy, 
and content. 

Following a survey by the NHS in 2020, statistics show that 1 in 6 children between the ages of 5-16 have a probable mental health issue. The future of our children 
is unknown but the recent pandemic shows us that a focus on positive mental health is crucial. 

If you have downloaded RainbowSmart for your children, you must already be someone who is passionate about doing the best you can for your little ones. 

Our content has been devised with the media generation in mind and to replace mindless media content with purposeful, educational resources. 

Within this document, you will see how our award-winning content can be used to support different areas of your children’s development, from keeping/staying 
safe, keeping/staying healthy, being responsible, or just simply understanding the world around them. 

The RainbowSmart App

Suitable for children aged 3-7, RainbowSmart has been created to support children to increase their emotional intelligence, manage their emotions, develop empathy, 
create healthy relationships, behave appropriately, manage stress, develop resilience, solve problems, and much more. This app can also be used alongside the 1decision 
Early Years schools’ platform but this is not essential. 

Children are guided through our app by our colourful Rainbow Drop characters. The Rainbow Drops will go on many adventures and learn a lot about the wider 
world that they live in. 

Furthermore, the RainbowSmart app supports children in reaching many of the Early Learning Goals (ELGs). To find out more about these, please visit: 
www.1decision.co.uk/info/1decision-eyfs-early-learning-goals-mapping-document.pdf

Throughout this document you will see how we have broken down the EYFS areas further to identify the essential skills that children need to develop, allowing 
you to easily identify the resources that will help your child to progress in their personal development. Please note, there is also a full catalogue towards the end.

If you require any further assistance with the RainbowSmart app, please contact a member of the 1decision team via info@1decision.co.uk.

https://www.1decision.co.uk/info/1decision-eyfs-early-learning-goals-mapping-document.pdf
mailto:info%401decision.co.uk?subject=
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Topics Learning Opportunities

Keeping/Staying Safe • Identifying risks to keep ourselves and others safe
• Understand that rules help to keep ourselves and others safe

Keeping/Staying Healthy • Develop an understanding of the importance of making healthy choices (for example: 
health, allergies, diet, sleep, screentime, germs, oral health)

Relationships • Managing friendships and social interactions
• Being aware of our own needs and having empathy for and understanding of others

Being Responsible • Understand that sometimes we have to do things that we don’t like doing
• Developing a sense of responsibility

Feelings and Emotions
• Understanding emotions
• Develop strategies for managing feelings
• Understand that it is OK to ask for help

Computer and Online Safety • Understand the risks and how to stay safe when using technology

Our World
• Understand similarities and differences
• Identify people who help us in our local community
• Respecting the local environment

Change and Transitions
• Managing new experiences
• Taking on new challenges
• Building confidence
• Managing changes at home
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Keeping/Staying Safe
Learning Opportunity/

Intervention
Animations/

Read-to-Me Storybooks
Mindfulness 

Videos
Learning Opportunity/

Intervention
Animations/

Read-to-Me Storybooks
Mindfulness 

Videos

Identifying risks to 
keep ourselves and 

others safe

Rainbow’s Day Out

Green Stays in Hospital

Yellow Play Fights

Rainbow Visits the  
Seaside

Yellow Learns 
About Germs

N/A

Understand that 
rules help to keep 

ourselves and
 others safe

Red’s Nut Allergy

Purple the Passenger

Blue Explores 
Road Safety

Yellow Play Fights

Blue’s Indoor Voice

Pink’s Screen Time

Rainbow Visits the 
Seaside

Yellow Learns 
About Germs

Yellow’s Bedtime

N/A

Keeping/Staying Healthy

Learning Opportunity/Intervention Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Develop an understanding of the 
importance of making healthy choices 

(for example: health, allergies, diet, 
sleep, screentime, germs, oral health)

Orange Brushes Her Teeth

Red’s Nut Allergy

Green’s Greens

Pink’s Screen Time

Purple is Poorly

Red Visits the Dentist 

Yellow Learns About Germs

Yellow’s Bedtime

All 12 Mindfulness and Yoga Videos
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Relationships

Learning Opportunity/
Intervention

Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Learning Opportunity/
Intervention

Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Managing 
friendships and 

social interactions

Pink Is Feeling Sad

Orange Helps Out

Rainbow Feels Angry

Rainbow Helps at Home

Purple’s Pet Bird?

Orange Moves House

Blue’s Best Friend

Blue Learns to Share

Yellow Wants to 
Play with Orange

Managing Anger

Being Kind

Being aware of our 
own needs and 

having empathy for 
and understanding 

of others

Pink Misses Mummy

Orange Helps Out

Why Does Purple Play 
Differently?

Blue Learns to Share

Yellow Wants to 
Play with Orange

Red’s Hearing Aid

Flower Breath

Being Kind

Being Responsible

Learning Opportunity/
Intervention

Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Learning Opportunity/
Intervention

Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Understand that 
sometimes we have 

to do things that 
we don’t like doing

Orange Brushes 
Her Teeth

Rainbow Helps 
at Home

Pink’s Screen Time

Rainbow Visits the  
Seaside

N/A Developing a sense 
of responsibility

Rainbow Helps 
at Home

Purple’s Pet Bird

Yellow’s Bedtime

N/A
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Feelings and Emotions

Learning Opportunity/
Intervention

Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Learning Opportunity/
Intervention

Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Understanding 
emotions

Pink is Feeling Sad

Blue Gets Lost

Yellow Goes on Holiday

Orange Sleeps Over

Red Goes Swimming

Orange Feels Worried

Purple Watches the News

Orange Moves House

Pink’s Screen Time

Purple is Poorly 

Red Visits the Dentist

Yellow’s Bedtime 

Pink Misses Mummy

Blue’s Best Friend

Red Needs the Toilet

Pink Has a New Brother

Pink Goes to School

Green is Moving 
Up a Year

Yellow Wants to Play 
with Orange

Managing Anger

Managing Worry

Develop strategies 
for managing 

feelings

Pink is Feeling Sad

Blue Gets Lost

Red’s Nut Allergy

Orange Sleeps Over

Rainbow Helps at Home

Orange Feels Worried

Purple Watches the News

Pink Misses Mummy

Pink Has a New Brother

Managing Anger

Managing Worry

Being Kind

Getting to Know 
Your Body

Magic Cloud

Flower Breath

Enchanted Forest

Butterfly Meadow

Meadow Journey

Ocean Journey

Forest Journey

Cloud Journey
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Feelings and Emotions (continued)

Learning Opportunity/Intervention Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Understand that it is OK to ask for help

Red Needs the Toilet

Pink is Feeling Sad

Orange Feels Worried

Blue Gets Lost

N/A

Computer and Online Safety

Learning Opportunity/Intervention Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Understand the risks and how to stay 
safe when using technology Pink’s Screen Time N/A

Learning Opportunity/Intervention Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Respecting the local environment
Rainbow’s Day Out

Blue Explores 
Road Safety

N/A

Our World
Learning Opportunity/

Intervention
Animations/

Read-to-Me Storybooks
Mindfulness 

Videos
Learning Opportunity/

Intervention
Animations/

Read-to-Me Storybooks
Mindfulness 

Videos

Understand 
similarities and 

differences 

Green Gets Glasses

Rainbow’s Food Journey

Red’s Hearing Aid

Why Does Purple Play 
Differently?

Yellow Wants to Play 
With Orange

N/A

Identify people who 
help us in our local 

community

Green Stays in Hospital

Green Gets Glasses

Purple is Poorly

Red Visits the Dentist

Pink is Feeling Sad

Red Needs the Toilet

N/A
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Change and Transitions

Learning Opportunity/
Intervention

Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Learning Opportunity/
Intervention

Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Managing new 
experiences

Red Goes Swimming

Yellow Goes on Holiday

Green Stays in Hospital

Green Gets Glasses

Pink Goes to School

Green is Moving 
Up a Year

 
Rainbow’s Food Journey

Rainbow’s Day Out

Yellow Wants to Play 
with Orange

Managing Worry 

Flower Breath 

Taking on new 
challenges

Red Goes Swimming

Yellow Wants to Play 
with Orange

Managing Worry 

Flower Breath 

Learning Opportunity/
Intervention

Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Learning Opportunity/
Intervention

Animations/
Read-to-Me Storybooks

Mindfulness 
Videos

Building 
confidence

Red Goes Swimming

Pink Goes to School

Yellow Wants to 
Play With Orange

Managing Worry 

Flower Breath 

Managing changes 
at home

Green’s Daddy 
Moves Out

Orange Moves House

Pink Has a New Brother

Managing Worry 

Flower Breath 
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Blue’s Indoor Voice
During this story, Blue learns why it can be 
important to take time to consider the needs of 
others. Particularly, her older sibling who works 
nights. 

Green Stays in Hospital
Oh no! Green has fallen from a tree and broken 
his arm. During this story, Green feels anxious 
because he has to stay overnight in hospital. 
Green meets some new friends along the way.

Blue’s Explores Road Safety
Blue has had an accident on her scooter and needs 
to visit the hospital. Whilst she is there, she finds 
out more about road safety and how to keep safe.

Green Gets Glasses
Green has been getting headaches. After a visit to 
the optician, he arrives at school with new glasses. 
At first he is worried but his kind friends help him 
overcome this feeling. 

Blue’s Best Friend
Blue and Purple are best friends. One day, Blue 
arrives at the playground to find Purple playing 
with Pink. She feels very jealous. Through this story, 
Blue will find out how to manage this feeling.

Green’s Greens
It’s Green’s birthday and he is having a party. Green 
eats lots of cakes and sweet treats but then starts 
to feel sick. During this story, Green learns about 
healthy and unhealthy food.

Blue Learns to Share
Blue loves her friends and enjoys leading their games. 
One day, Blue’s friends want to play a different game. 
During this story, Blue learns how to play fairly. 

Green is Moving up a Year
It’s moving up day and Green is feeling scared and 
worried. During this story, Green’s friends support 
him to feel more positive about his new class. 

Blue Gets Lost
Blue is in the supermarket with her Mum. Suddenly, 
she gets lost. In this story, Blue looks at what actions 
she should take to find her Mum in a public place. 

Green’s Daddy Moves Out
Green’s Mummy and Daddy have decided to live in 
separate houses. During this story, Green learns that 
even though Mummy and Daddy live separately, 
they still love him very much. 

DE51 50N

A B C

TO

Mov

SUPERMARKET STAFF
My name is:

GREEN

SUPERMARKET

Resource Guide: Cartoons and Read-to-Me Storybooks
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Orange Feels Worried
Orange has a worry; she can feel it in her tummy. 
During this story, Orange learns how speaking 
about her worry can help her manage and even 
overcome this feeling. 

Purple’s Pet Bird
Purple’s Pet Bird, Rico, has been feeling poorly. 
Sadly, Rico passes away. Purple, together with her 
family, work through her feelings. They create 
a lovely memory box and share great memories 
together.

Orange Moves House
Orange and Green are best friends. They live next 
door to each other. One day, Orange learns that she 
will be moving. How will the drops stay friends?

Purple is Poorly
Purple has chicken pox. During this story, Daddy 
and Purple will visit the doctor’s surgery and the 
pharmacy on her journey to feeling better.

Orange Sleeps Over
Orange is having a sleepover. During the evening, 
she becomes very upset because Green sleeps with 
the light off. During the story, Orange learns how 
to share her feelings with a trusted adult.

Purple Watches the News
Purple’s Mummy is watching the news. Overhearing 
one of the stories, Purple starts to feel upset. During 
this story, Purple shares her feelings and Mummy 
helps her to feel better. 

Orange Helps Out
After Red helps Orange with her painting, Orange 
gets the chance to help Red. They both get gold 
stars for kind and helpful behaviour. 

Purple the Passenger
Purple and Mummy are travelling in the car to visit 
Grandad. During this story, Purple learns that she 
needs to behave and not distract a driver when they 
are driving. 

Orange Goes Swimming
Orange is going swimming for the first time. She 
feels very worried because she has not been in a 
swimming pool before. Mummy helps her overcome 
this feeling and she has a great time.

Why Does Purple Play Differently?
Purple is autistic. During this story, the teacher, 
Mr Hart, helps the other drops understand why 
Purple is allowed her special toy on the carpet. 

MOVE IT!
REMOVALS

Resource Guide: Cartoons and Read-to-Me Storybooks
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Yellow Play Fights
Yellow and her siblings are play fighting. 
During this story, the Drops learn how irresponsible 
behaviour can cause an injury. 

Rainbow Feels Angry
Rainbow is playing a game with Purple at the 
childminder’s house. Rainbow keeps losing and 
starts to feel very angry. How will Rainbow 
manage this feeling of anger?

Yellow Learns About Germs
During this story, Yellow learns about how germs 
can transfer from one Drop to another, and how to 
prevent germs from spreading.

Rainbow’s Food Journey
It is International Week at Rainbow’s school and 
they are learning about traditional meals from 
different countries around the world. 

Yellow’s Bedtime
During this story, Yellow is upset because she 
doesn’t want to go to bed before her brothers. 
Yellow soon learns why it is necessary for her to 
have a different bedtime to her older siblings. 

Rainbow Visits the Seaside
Rainbow is visiting the seaside with their 
Grandparents. During this story, Rainbow will 
learn about how to stay safe in the sun. 

Yellow Wants to Play With Orange
Yellow and her friends are at school when a new 
Drop arrives. They have never seen an Orange 
drop before and she speaks a different language. 
How can the Drops make friends with Orange?

Rainbow Helps at Home
Rainbow is learning how to contribute at home, by 
washing up and helping with the recycling. Will 
Rainbow discover why it is important to help?

Yellow Goes on Holiday
Yellow and her family are going on holiday. It is 
the first time Yellow has been on an airplane and 
she is feeling very scared. How will Yellow manage 
her feelings?

Rainbow’s Day Out
Rainbow is out in the countryside with Grandad 
and Grandma. Whilst they are out in nature, they 
learn more about the environment. 

Lavender
Bath Oil

Sun

Screen

Sun

Screen Sun

Screen

Resource Guide: Cartoons and Read-to-Me Storybooks
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Pink’s Screen Time
Pink loves to play computer games. During this 
story, he will find out more about the importance 
of managing screen time.

Red Visits the Dentist
Red is losing a baby tooth. When it’s time for his 
regular check up at the dentist, he worries about 
what the dentist might say. 

Pink Goes to School
Pink is worried about starting school. During 
this story, Pink will visit his new school, making 
friends along the way. 

Red’s Hearing Aid
Red has a hearing aid. During this story, her friends 
find out more about why she has this aid and the 
ways in which they can support her further.

Pink Misses Mummy
Pink is suffering with separation anxiety. During 
this story, Pink will get support from his teacher 
and friends, which helps him to feel more settled 
at school. 

Red Needs the Toilet
Red is on the playground when suddenly, she 
needs the toilet. What can she do? Who can help 
her find her way back to the toilets in the school 
building? 

Pink Has a New Brother
Pink’s adoptive parents are going to be adopting 
a new child. Pink is worried that his parents will 
love his new brother more than him. Will Pink’s 
feelings change when his new brother arrives?

Red’s Nut Allergy
Red has a nut allergy. During this story, the other 
Drops find out more about allergies and how they 
can support Red, and ensure that he does not come 
into contact with nuts at school. 

Pink Feels Sad
Pink feels sad but doesn’t know why. During this 
story, Pink learns that by trying to talk about his 
feelings, it can help him to feel much better. 

Red Brushes His Teeth
Red doesn’t like brushing his teeth. During this story, 
he will find out more about why it is important that 
he takes the time to brush his teeth in the morning 
and at night. 

Lov
to

Mo

Lov

to

Mo

SAND PLAY AREA
CircleTime

REMEMBER TO
BRUSH TWICE A DAY

Red

Resource Guide: Cartoons and Read-to-Me Storybooks
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Managing Anger
This mindfulness video explores the feeling of 
anger and how to manage this feeling positively. 
Children can engage with the video individually 
or within a group, sitting in a chair. 

Magic Cloud
This mindfulness video takes children on a journey 
through the clouds. Children can engage with the 
video individually or within a group, either sitting 
or laying down.

Managing Worry
This mindfulness video explores the feeling of 
worry and how to manage this feeling positively. 
Children can engage with the video individually 
or within a group, sitting in a chair.

Flower Breath
This mindfulness video supports children in 
learning to breathe from the diaphragm. Children 
will need to engage with this activity whilst sitting 
and watching the screen.

Being Kind
This mindfulness video explores the concept of 
being kind. Children can engage with the video 
individually or within a group, sitting in a chair.

Enchanted Forest
This mindfulness video takes children on a journey 
through the enchanted forest. Children can engage 
with the video individually or within a group, either 
sitting or laying down.

Getting to Know Your Body
This mindfulness video provides an opportunity 
for students to get to get to know their bodies. 
Children can engage with the video individually 
or within a group, sitting in a chair. 

Butterfly Meadow
This mindfulness video takes children on a journey 
through the butterfly meadow. Children can engage 
with the video individually or within a group, either 
sitting or laying down.

Resource Guide: Mindfulness Videos
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A-G
Words include: Adult, Airplane, Ankle, Baby, Bed, Bee, Calf, Caterpillar, Clown, Duck, Doctor, Dog, Ear, Elephant, Eight, Family, Fork, 
Four, Green, Gift, Goose, and many more. 

H-N
Words include: Hand, Hat, Horse, Ice, Iguana, Island, Jacket, Jam, Jeans, Kangaroo, Knee, Koala, Ladder, Lamb, Laptop, Magnet, Mail, 
Mop, Neck, Noodles, Newspaper, and many more. 

O-U
Words include: Octopus, One, Onion, Paint, Paper, Parrot, Queen, Quilt, Question Mark, Rabbit, Raisins, Rose, Sandals, Sandwich, Socks, 
Table, Turtle, Twelve, Umbrella, Uniform, and many more. 

V-Z
Words include: Violin, Volcano, Vest, Wallet, Wasp, Watermelon, X-ray, Xylophone, Yellow, Yarn, Yolk, Zebra, Zip, and many more. 

airplane

heart

onion 

zebra

Resource Guide: Flashcards
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